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This article mainly from the several basic problems of the system of the 
property claim, introduces the history about the generation and legislation of 
the real right claim, and the concept, nature and constituents of the property 
right, analyses the type of property right, discusses the rationality of the real 
return right claims, the impediment claim and disrupt prevent claim, and the 
unreasonability of the other related claim, in order to better understand the type 
of property right. 
The first chapter discusses the basic problem of the real right claim. Firstly, 
introduces the generational history of the real right claim, from the bud of the 
property rights in the system of the Roman law, to the prototype of the real right 
in the system of the French law, to the formal establishment of the real right 
claim in the system of the Germany law. Secondly, introduces the legislative 
status of the real right in China's claim, mainly found the relevant regulations 
about the system of the real right claim in the civil law of China and China's 
real right law. Finally, analyses an overview of the property right, including the 
concept, nature and constituents of the property right. 
The second Chapter discusses the typification of the property right. Firstly, 
discusses the rationality of the real right in the legislation, analyzes the 
rationality of the protective mode about the real right, then analyses the reasons 
of the rationality of the protective system through the real right. Secondly, 
analyses the type of the property right, this section is divided into three 
fragments: One is summarizing the doctrine classification about the property 
right, including three points method, four points method, five points method 
and six points method; the other is discussing the type of property right, 
including the rationality of the return claims, the impediment claim and the 














if confirmed claims, restorable real claims, the claim for damages, to stop the 
infringement claims and the claim of the danger; another is analyzing the 
competition-collaboration relationship during that three property claim. 
The third Chapter discusses the defects and the suggestions about the 
legislative status of the real claim. From the relevant provisions about our 
legislative of the real right system, analyzes the defects of the system, basing on 
this exposition, it suggests that Chinese legislation about the system of the 
property right perfects further. 
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引  言 
1 
引  言 
我国 2007 年《物权法》的颁布为物权人进一步保护物权提供了更为明
确的法律保障，我国《物权法》的良苦用心可见于该法的第一编“总则”
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